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New Beginnings

Barriers to Genuine Faith
Joshua 7:1-26

» Continuity between Joshua 6 & 7
» Ch 6 – Jericho falls through the

faith of Israel
» Ch 7 – The battle is lost at Ai

through the disobedience to the
covenant

» The challenges of keeping faith as
the nation enters the promised land

I. The Battle is Lost (v1-5)
The Israelite army goes up in
confidence against the smaller city
of Ai after the defeat of Jericho.
» The leaders do not meet with

Yahweh prior to battle
» A smaller number of soldiers are

sent into battle

» A military strategy is pursued
but they do not go in
dependence on God – the
Israelites lose the battle

» The defeat of Ai looked easy
but Israel loses the battle
without the presence of God

After the defeat Joshua and the
leaders meet with Yahweh before
the Ark (v6)
» Joshua complains to God that

he has let them down
» The nation will be mocked and

God’s name will be denigrated

» We observe that Joshua
blames God for their loss and
defeat

» Even as we sometimes blame
God for our poor
circumstances
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The Lord answers Joshua with a
call to action (v10-12)
» ‘Stand up’ (v10) – the reason for

the defeat is not because of me
but by the nation’s break of
covenant

» The ‘devoted things’ need to be
returned to God and destroyed
(v12b)

A process of ‘lot’ is established
to identify the perpetrator of the
crime (v13-26)
» Tribe, clan, families come before

Joshua
» Achan is identified as the thief
» Greed is the cause of his action

(v20-21)

» Achan and his family are
destroyed for their actions

» the nation is restored to
covenantal relationship with
God

II. Understanding the
Story Dynamics

1. There is an interplay between
individual and corporate
responsibility

» Joshua 7:11-12 – “They have
sinned” – refers to Joshua 6:18
– no taking of ‘devoted things’

» There is a solidarity of
action between the nation
and Achan

» As moderns we have some
trouble with this perspective

2. It is a question of covenantal
faithfulness

» The people are to be obedient
to the covenant established as
they enter the land

» The nation is to keep the
covenant if they are to succeed
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3. The individual is not viewed as
completely autonomous

» Rahab’s action saves her
extended family
Achan’s action brings
punishment on the entire family

4. The ban on devoted things is
the premise for understanding
Joshua 6-7

» Joshua 6:18 – do not attach
yourselves to devoted things

» No personal gain from the
defeat of Jericho

III. Applications
1. Church history interpretations

– details are symbolized
» ‘Do not be conformed to the

world’ (Romans 12:1-2)
» The values of two opposing

worldviews – greed &
covetousness to be rejected for
trust in God’s provision

2. The story speaks to us about
the power/significance of our
choices

» Do not sell out your faith for
the temptation of riches
(Ananias & Sapphira – Acts
5:1-11)

» Be choosers not non-choosers

3. The root of sin is denying the
creature/creator relationship

» “the sense of human adequacy
is the primary barrier to genuine
faith”

(Kierkegaard)

» The response of self-reliance
distances a person from
dependence and building a
relationship with God

» Achan believes that human
action won the battle therefore
he has the right to the treasures


